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Understanding Your Longings 

At first glance wishes may only look like jealousy. 

“I wish I had her style.” 

“I wish my kids were as calm as hers always seem to be.” 

“I wish my marriage was better.” 

“I wish I had more joy.” 

“I wish I had a career.” 

“I wish I could be more creative.” 

And this begs the question, what are we supposed to do about jealousy? I see a few options. We can judge 
it as wrong and squash it down inside of us. We can run from the feelings to distance ourselves from the 
evidence of our brokenness. Or, maybe, we can understand them as longings, and pursue the object of our 
desires. 

Longings are meant to propel us forward toward growth, healing, identity development and pursuing our 
unique callings. They can also be confusing because they point out the ways our present life feels lacking. 
This may seem ungrateful, and it may be easy to react with shame and run away from the feeling. But as a 
therapist, I believe in practicing perennial self-awareness, especially when I notice a negative theme in 
thoughts and feelings because these things can be the heart’s way of guiding our next steps. 

I have repeatedly sensed a gentle prompting to take that third route: bravely digging into the jealous yuck 
to unearth insight into the longing. When we are honest about our longings we can find greater under-
standing, healing, wisdom and freedom. These help us know and live from our truest, most authentic 
selves. 

Ask yourself. 
Longings can identify themselves in surprising ways. Start by asking yourself questions, and then taking the 
time to name your desires, longings and — jealousies. 

What do you wish for in your close relationships? What do you hope for your emotional, physical and spir-
itual health? Your pace of life? Your social life? Your career, talents and hobbies?           (continued on back) 

Today at MOPS 
 

Friendship Group day!!  
 

Today we will be: 

 building our baskets for the si-
lent auction and dropping off 
donations 

 filling out registration forms for 
next year (is it really 2015-
2016?) 

and  

 buying raffle tickets (if you 
aren’t coming to the Soup Sup-
per and Silent Auction).   

[$1 each, or 6 for $5] 
 And chatting, crafting and fig-

uring out how to have a mom-
date doing a scavenger hunt in 
Target in the next few weeks. 

 

Have a great day! 

 

 

What’s Happening  

in MOPPETS? 

 

Today, the lesson will help the children 
understand that Jesus is Lord of all and 
that He wants to be Lord of their lives 
too.  (Ask your child about "who is at 
the wheel?") Their craft will explain 
who is in the driver's seat of their 
heart.  They also will learn that turning 
to the Lord Jesus and trusting Him is a 
wonderful habit to put into their 
lives.  (Scripture:  Romans 10:9-13)  

April 10th—MOPS Masters Silent Auction Soup Supper Night  
Time: 6-9pm 

This is the MOPS Event of the Year! Don’t miss it. Bring a pot of soup to share.  

Remember there is no childcare available, but infants are welcome. 

Respond to our evite so we can have accurate numbers: http://www.evite.com/

event/01DDV7LFS3SKUYCRGEPEZRG3YNP2KQ 

Please check your email and see if your invitation is in your spam folder. Some might have 

went there and you might have missed it! 

http://www.evite.com/event/01DDV7LFS3SKUYCRGEPEZRG3YNP2KQ
http://www.evite.com/event/01DDV7LFS3SKUYCRGEPEZRG3YNP2KQ


Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past. See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not 

perceive it? I am making a way in the wilderness and streams in the wasteland.  Isaiah 43:18-19   (NIV) 
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Word Byte 

We know what 
love is because 
Jesus Christ 
gave his life for 
us. So we should 
give our lives for 
our brothers and 
sisters. 
1 John 3:16 NIRV  

Want to win a  

Target gift card?   
We’re having a contest for the 

MOPS 2015-2016 Registration. 

During the meetings on April 9th & 

23rd, we are holding a contest for a 

gift card from Target for all who reg-

ister to come back in the fall.  

You must complete the registration 

paperwork and pay $22.95 to be 

eligible for the gift card.  Questions 

can be sent to Kendra Jantzen. 

Don’t miss out!  

Register today! 

Upcoming at MOPS 

April 10: Soup Supper and Silent 

Auction—come and join us! 

April 23: DIY Meeting 

PJ day for MOPPETS 

May 14: Last Meeting!! 

First Free MOPS Leadership Team 
 

MOPS Coordinators:   
Sarah Opp & June Wobig 

Creative Activities:  
Anita Hains & Michelle Pulford  

Registration/Finance  
Kendra Jantzen 

Publicity/Communication: 
Denise Savage 

Hospitality: 
Tina Barnes & Liz Martin  

FGL Coordinators: 
Jamie Watson & Kristin Schulte  

Special Events:  Tiffany Maly  
 

MOPPETS Coordinator: 
Kathy Megrue  

 
Mentors:   

Cindy Brunott  
Lorri Goode 
Pam Larson 
Kathy Jenkins 
Sandy Schindler 
Toni Torrey  

If you ever have a question and 
don’t know who to ask, just email 
us at firstfreemops@gmail.com.   
 
Rest assured that any email we  
receive is handled with respect 
and will be answered quickly. 

Admire others.  
Consider next the qualities you admire in others: confidence, wisdom, creativity, compassion, leadership, joy. Some-
times the qualities we are attracted to in others are unrealized qualities within ourselves. This can especially be true if 
you believe the lie that a particular positive quality isn’t inside you, or you didn’t have super attentive parents.  

A word about acceptance. 
Exploring our longings can open up new frontiers in life, it can also show us a particular wish may not be in the cards for 
us. A person who can gracefully accept her limitations while bravely taking responsibility for her longings is operating 
from a very healthy and joyful home base.  

What keeps us from pursuing our longings.  
If we have this beautiful potential inside of us, and all these clues to unlocking it, why do we avoid the brave work re-
quired to becoming our most authentic selves? 

Lots of reasons, but it all comes down to fear. 

We fear displeasing people. Many of us are more interested in gaining the approval of others than taking a risk to 
change ourselves and interrupting the status quo. 

We fear imperfection. If we try something new and it doesn’t go well, we risk that the judges in our lives will criticize us. 
And maybe they will — but your life is bigger than them. No first attempt at anything is beautiful. Give yourself permis-
sion to be messy as a beginner in your new endeavor and let the critical people be critical. 

We fear failure. We overinflate its meaning. To fail is to learn. Analyze why you failed and course correct. 

We fear pain. The courage to discover and live from one’s core requires change, and change is painful. We hate pain 
and are ill-equipped to handle it. We escape and medicate it, we must instead choose to sit in it, explore it, and learn 
from it. 

Your longings contain beautiful clues about your potential. What would it be like if you took them seriously and gave 
them even a small amount of your resources? What would be more beautiful in your life one year from now? Twenty 
years from now? 

 

Kelley Gray, M.A., LPC, is a therapist who is passionate about the process of healing and growing. She lives in Colorado 
with her two wild daughters and one hot husband. Follow her at kelleygray.com or @kelleygray77.   

****Visit http://www.mops.org/blog for more articles, fun ideas and more.**** 
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